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Huffer suspect awaits extradition
Feb. 12, and also
the shooting death

Ave. North and Eden Street.

of

California

cab

driver

Hiawatha Bennett
on Feb. 22.

Street,

is

at

the
friend

Christopher Davis' mother at the time
of his arrest. Christopher Davis is

another

of

Moore's

New online Job
service may be
right for you

friends,

NEW YORK - StudentCenter, a new

free online magazine and research tool
for the post-graduation job-seekers
recently went on the Internet Unlike
other online job services, StudentCenter
is structured in a simple, easy-to-access
format and offers the optimal balance
between practical, how-to information
and offbeat humor to help relieve job

tions. Moore, 17 at

Gdongalary Parlo Berry were alleged
ly selling guns to the cousins. Both

the time of both

men were shot several times - execu

slayings, turned
eighteen March 9.
on whether Moore

tion style, police say.
Murder squad detectives have
arrested these four suspects in the
three recent robbery/slayings and

StudentCenter has already been rec
ommended by Stanford University's
online career site as an "outstanding job

will waive extradi

consider them related incidents.

resource."

tion,
and
will
return
him
to

Don Aaron, Metro police
spokesman, said that they are
related since "the persons

interactive, easy-to-search database
with extensive industry profiles on more
than 35,000 companies, so students can
instantly retrieve a customized list of
options
to
pursue.
Also,

if

he

does.

Op/Ed Editor
The anonymous gunman who shot
Tennessee State University student

"Wimess information pinpointed
Moore as a suspect in the murders of

Phillip Nathan Huffer in Hadley Park

Murphy, who was arrested last week
for the homicide of Bennett, become
co-defendants in this case. Bennett,

Huffer and Bennett. Moore and Yakou

like Huffer, was killed during a rob
bery attempt. He was found dead in his
cab close to the intersection of 25th

Hufl&t; kilisd in an attempted robbery.

his

deaths of two cousins, Gregory Ewing,
18, and D'Angelo Lee, 19. He and

Scovel

Nashville

Auftmties in San Diego, California
arrestedan eighteen-yearold Nashvilleman
March 18, charging him with the nuderscf

of

jailed on two counts of murder in the

Jr.,

Police await word

may soon be behind bars.

staying

K.

Moore,

charged in two
Juvenile Court peti

Bv KARKNKSPENANT

was
home

2400

Draiald

Huffer

Moore

May Grads:

responsible knew one another."
The suspects were all friends

or "associates," visiting each
other daily, having knowledge
of the alleged criminal activi
ties of each, Aaron explained,
even though all were not
specifically involved in the
same criminal activity at the
same time.

search stress.

StudentCenter includes an

StudentCenter offers many interac
tive services for users to practice
important skills and gain immedi
ate feedback. The most heavily
trafficked part of the site so far has
been

the

virtual

interview

Continued on page 10

Three to get ready ...
Greetings from TSU's SGA presidenfal candidates
another

^

student

organization."

Professionalism is what she plans to
bring to the governing of student
affairs.

History major, Tracy L.
Welch, has always wanted to hold
office and currently sefvg"s on the
Student Union Board of Governors

which plans student activities. He
became keenly interested when he
began an internship with one of the
representatives in state government.
Rep. Tommie Brown.
He plans to teach like his mother
Ms. Brown, who is a professor. Like
her, he believes that "being a leader
is being a servant." He adds that "if
more individuals would serve, or

Harris

Rowan

Rv KAREN ESPENANT

feels he can make positive changes

SGA members to run, Rowan decid

Op/Ed Editor

on campus. Harris wants the student
body to be more aware of TSU's
history and spirit. He believes he

ed she could fill the need which

have this attitude, it would be a dif

exists for a strong leader. "The
focus on campus," she says, "is too
often on rap music, parties and
boy/girl relationships," and she
would like to see that change. She

ferent place." Welch tries to be
quiet about what he does, hold
ing to the humbleness of service.

The days are fast approach

Welch

Student Government elections and

can be a part of the recapturing of
past student enthusiasm and sup-

the three presidential hopefuls are

portiveness. Harris would like to

waiting to begin their respective
campaigns. Each is currently

bring "things back to the way they
used to be." He is an Aeronautical

involved in the Student Government

Technology major.

ing for Tennessee State University's

Association.

Senior Brian L. Harris, cur

Senior

Akilah

R.

Rowan

hails from Chicago, Illinois. She is

rently serving as Representative-at- a senior and a mechanical engineer
large and Speaker of the House, ing major. Encouraged by fellow

He says "it may sound corny, but
one person can make a

differ

wants the student community to be
enlightened.
Rowan also thinks the university
could effect a community outreach.

ence."

She hopes that SGA can, under her
leadership, "be looked upon by the
Administration as more than just

munity surrounding the student body, and he
hopes to change that treiKi by giving that
group the respect they are due.

Welch is especially concerned
that, in the past, student govemrr^nt offi
cials have not consulted the academic ccan-

Inside: More election Information-see page 2
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Miss Tennessee State
Notice: All election information in this issue refers to individuals who have applied to run for

office. Nominations have not taken place, therefore, their candidacyhas not been confirmed as of

ELECTIONS

this report. THE METER does not endorse candidates, but provides this column as a courtesy
to the candidates and voters.

President

METER PHOTO: JILLDYBKA

Robbyne Antoinette Manning, a
native of Memphis, is ajunior psychology
major with aspirations of becoming an
adolescent psychologist. She is a proven

major, minoring in pciitical science. She now
serves as president of flie Honors Program, a

leader who has served as Miss Freshman

peer counselor, a can^Mis tour guide, a pcxnpcan

mathematics major and a native of
Nashville, whose career goal is to teach
math in the Metro School System and
eventually to be bead of a math depart

1993, a university majorette, a TSU diplo

team member and Miss Juni(x

ment. She also wants to introduce extra

mat,
Kerri Floyd, a Nashville native, is
a junior majoring in accounting with a
3.7 GPA. She is currently SGA junior
class representative and a peer coun
selor. Hoyd is also on the Student
Board of Governors.

She has been actively involved
with student government since her
freshman year. Royd feels she can ini
tiate action on growing concerns
affecting students ^ound the campus.

She says she has established a work
ing relationship with both the stu
dent body and the administration.

Neysa Danidk EXery, frcHii Louisville,
Kentucky, is a junior mass axrunimications

a peer counselor, and an aerobics

"I would lilre to become Miss TSU fcr

instructor for the Aristocratof Bands. She

many reascms," says EUery. "Primarily, I feel
tiiatI canbest representibeH'^ote stutkntbcdy
becauseI am the qritcme of ttie well-rounded
student I am intellectual, poised, fun-loving,

has also served on the Epsse Hall dormito
ry counsel and as Miss Black and Gold
1995-1996 for Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Inc. Manning was 1st runner-up in the
Miss Black and Gold state pageant, win
ning the "most talented" award for her
efforts.

Manning believes that she can incorpo
rate her leadership skills and her concern
for others while helping to restore TSU's
historical black heritage as a value for
all students.

artkrulaie, assertive and down-tt>-earth - all

qualitiesthat thenext Miss TSU should pOKess.
Also, through my many extracurricularactivi
ties, I touch a largenumber of students.
1 also feel I can be^ accxxnplish scsne
much neededchangessuch as tbe need for mcxe
cunent books in the campus library, bettersecu-

rity and moe dialogue between acuity and the
studentbody."

"I want the best for TSU, bottom

line. TSU should measure up to other
Board of Regents schools."

'"I
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Cristal N. Powell is a native of

Karisse Brown, a senior biology

Memphis, majoring in English with the
hope of someday becoming a successful

major, says "who better to represent
TSU thanaNa^viDian?' Browns^sbebelieves
shehas acquked tiie leadetship j^ilities needed torep
resent TSU through
years hoe as a student Her
career goal, after completing her education, is to

corporate attorney.
She believes that there is need for

reform within the corporate legal world
and hopes to make a positive impact
within that arena.

Cedric Hall, who is from Ft.

Myers, Florida, is a senior English
major. Hall is currently president
of

the

world

famous

Thomas

Edward Poag Players Guild, and is
also a member of the TSU show

choir, "The Showstoppers." He is
an SGA representative-at large.
A veteran of the United States

Army who served his country in
the Persian Gulf War, Hall cur

rently attends TSU on a veter
an's scholarship.
"I am running for SGA vice presi
dent to continue the student body's
voice toward equal justice, housing,
security and, most of all, unity," says
Hall.

become a dentist

She believes that

Miss TSU must have

In addtion to becoming an attorney ,
her dreams include owning a chain of

self-respect self-assurance, and have respect
for others. These are qualities which she

daycare centers because she likes chil

believes that she possesses.

dren and realizes their value.

is not just about beauty.
She hopes to use that voice to bring

After a day of studying. Brown enjoys
playing softball, and is currently her team's
captain. She relaxes after class by devel
oping her dancing skills in tap and ballet.
Brown leaves these words of inspira
tion and encouragement to her TSU col
leagues:

about activities to create student awar-

"Although life isfull of tips anddowns, always

Powell says she wants to be Miss
TSU because she believes that the posi
tion is one she can uphold. She
believes that Miss TSU has a voice and

ness. First, she would like to bridge the

gap between the Financial Aid office
and students. She would like to imple
ment workshops with the help of
Financial Aid personel.
Powell enjoys public speaking,
reading and meeting new people. By
volunteering as a mentor and tutor she
is able to make a positive impact on
people who come into her life.
Powell says her motto is; Take
excellence and make it your name.
Never be satisfied.

Always want more and always
expect it.

- k^anqienmind
- be positive
- never give up

Chalonne R. Parrish is a junior

curricular activities and projects for ado
lescent involving positive thinking.
Parrish believes that she possesses the

qualities to adequately represent TSU.
She believes the qualities of intelligence,
good communication skills, and a pleas
ing personality will be effective to meet
the standard as Queen of TSU.
Parrish says she and TSU are one,
in that both are striving for excel
lence and are in the pursuit of high
achievement.

She protnoies educailon, success

and excellence by becoming an edu
cator, which is where everything
begins.
A young lady who is focused on
her school, Parrish spends leisure
time ice skating, writing, cheerleading, promoting school spirit and par
ticipating in worthy causes.
Parrish believes that her special
talent is having the ability to do
whatever she puts her mind to.

SGA Representatives
at Large
Adoness T. Almon
Dianne J. Beard
Johnnie Bond

Myron D. Broome

Cori J. Cantey
Charlotte L. Ellerby
Audrey J. Hall
Chiri N. Holt

William T. Jenkins
Quanita C. Johnson

Angela D. Meekins
Taurus L. McClain

Bryan S. Newcomb
Adrienne L. Rice
Jamain L. Smith

- and always remember you
have yourself and the grace of God!"

Marlynn J. Thomas
LaVora S, White

Campus elections will be
April 8-11

Your vot« inatt#rsl
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TSU loses talented alumnus
to creatively share his talents led him
to New York where he appeared in
the original cast of Dreamgirls

Rv KTM SOTO

Contributing Writer

with

In the stillness of the night on
Sunday, January 14, 1996, Barry
Clifton Bruce departed this earthly
life. As the walked through life,
Barry's love of his family and
friends was evidenced through his
willingness to give of himself
through his many talents.

appeared

and Maxine Bruce of Lebanon,

Tennessee on July 29, 1958, Barry
attended Market Street Elementary
and graduated from Lebanon High

anniversary

C

were

drama

to

dren

production of fv" Jt

Atlanta

working
Andre.

aters

in
and

as

as

Bruce

performed
in
regional
theacross

Norihside

degree

a

Bachelor of

in

Speech

dramas, and in

Rruco

music videos with

Communications and Theater in 1980

the Isley Brothers and Full Force.

from Tfennessee State University.
His love of the arts and his ability

He added variety to his theater
career by writing songs and

Throughout his career and personal
life, Bruce always gave thanks and
praise to the Lord. His church mem
bership remained with the Lebanon

Church of God.

Bruce leaves

to

cherish

his

memory his parents, Carlos and
Maxine

Bruce;

two

sisters,

Stephany Williams (Harry and
Nicole) and Jocelyn Montgomery
(Louis, Leslie, Angela, Sonya,
Adrian); his grandfather, John D.
Harris, Sr.; several aunts and uncles;
Ben E. Harris, John D. Harris,

School

Jr.(Mary),
Darlene
Roy
(Edward), Fred Officer, Stella
Chavis, and Juanita Schwab;
numerous cousins; a very devot
ed friend, Daryl Todd, and a
host of friends, including
Carolyn Funderburg.

in

musicals

received

time, Barry's cats, Liza and Sam, were
his pride and joy.

Performing

the

country appearing

School in 1976.

Science

ments

underpriveledged chil

in

Misbehavin'

Born to the union of Carlos C.

Bruce

Jennifer

performing them with his
group "Grind."
Two of his last accomplish-

County,
Georgia. He
also volunteered his time by buy
ing, collecting and distributing
food to the homeless. In his spare

"Idcolugical
difforencos arc no
excuse tor

^

rudeness."

J -Tax

Mi-S MAWI KS

Oudith MaftiniJSSi

Special

Your

Lab®'

Collections
By -TILL DYBKA

Staff Writer

cotiteTucked away on the third floor of
the main library
is
"Special
Collections." This cozy room pre
serves the history of Tennessee State
University, from the university's
founding to the present. Old year
books, photographs, and documents
are expertly organized within the
room.

\ n ^-3-"

Back issues of THE METER

are also part of Special Collections,
including the very first edition of the
newspaper.

—-—-—

If a researcher needs information

regarding distinguished alumni, uni
versity founders or former presidents.

Special Collections is the place to
find it. There are also some surprises
in the collection .

"Students

Forfast relieffrom the nagging ache oftaxes, we
annuities designed tohelp build additional assets—money that
can help make the difference between living and living wtil
after yourworkingyears areover.
Contributions toyourSRAs are deducted from yoursalaiy
ona pretax basis. That lowers yourcurrent taxable income, so

Asthe nation's largestretirementsystem, based onassets
under management, we offera wide rangeofallocation
choices —from theTIAA Traditional Annuity, which
guarantees principal and interest(backedbythecompany s
claims-paying abili^), toT1AA-CREF's diversified variable
annuity accounts. And our expenses areveiylow," which
means moreofyour money goestowardimproving your

you start saving on federal and, in most cases, state and local

future financial health.

income taxesrightaway. What's more,any earnings onyour
SRAsare alsotax-deferreduntil you receivethemas income.
That canmake a bigdifference in howpainful your tax bill is

Tofmd out more, call1 800842-2888.We'll sendyoua
complete SRAinformation kit,plus a freeslide calculator that
showsyou how much SRAs can loweryourtaxes.
Calltoday—it couldn't hurt.

recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are tax-deferred

eveiyyear.

Ensuriog tke future
for those who shape it."*
*Slan3ard c/Poor'j /luunimRatingAaal^u, 1995; Upper ,\n*)ytic«l Services. \ni:„IJfi/>er-/);reclaryAna/glua/Dnta, 1995 (Qu«rteHy).
CREFcertKicUu&re dUiributed byTIAA-CREF Indiviuual andliutiiutionjJServlcet, Inc. For more complete information, inclodina charges
and expenses, call 1800-&42-2733. ext. 5509, for acurrent CRBP prospectus. Read the prospectus careful^ before you Invest orsend money.

bring

me

things,"

explains Sharon E. Hull, the Head of
Special Collections, as she points to a
brick in a display case. "We have
everything," she jokes. In addition to
preserving bricks from torn-down
buildings, Special Collections has
saved two old seats from

the A-

Building Auditorium. The room also
provides a home for an extensive col
lection of jazz recordings.
Special Collections materials
cannot be checked out, so items
must be examined inside the

room. The jazz records may be
listened to on the stereo pro
vided. According to Hull, Special
Collections has helped many stu
dents with their academic endeavors.

Approximately a thousand students
use the resources each year.

<r«EAfE<reie
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STUDENT NEWSPAPER
OF
TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY
'ZSVF^fE'ZBPfis published and fw
thestudents d"Ibnnessee Stale Umveisity.
Ibe qrinicns e^qxessed inthis newspaper
do noti^cessaiily lepres^ the views of

A word on letters to the editor
All letters to be published in
THE METER must be (l)typed
(we actually get some hand
written, not always legible, sub

response between two particu

THE METER, I would like to
take this opportunity to thank
the many readers who have

ofTennesseeStateIMvSity. The writers

taken the time to write "letters

missions)

letters section for other writers.

and

to the editor" during this acad
emic year. We have received
and published several interest
ing, thought-provoking letters,

spaced, and must employ(3)
good grammar and punctuation.

the

administralion,

the

Student

Government Assodalioii fixnilty or staff
yME*ZBPfeditorial board are

solely responsible

thecontent

As

the

editor

in

chief of

which have, at times, elicited

staff

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Roger Liee Randies
EDITORIAL/OPINION

an excellent response.
Because
of
the
many
responding letters - and letters
from the original writers fol
lowing up on a particular
response - it is necessary to
publish some guidelines for
those of you who will write
letters in the future.

Also,

(2)double-

all submissions

must

include a campus or local
address and a phone number so
that we may contact the writer
for any necessary clarification.
Addresses will be published
with all letters in the future to

encourage those who wish to
have a continuing dialog to do
so by mail — not in THE

we

will not

One other item: we love posi
tive letters. Although we do pub
lish letters of complaint or those

which identify problems, THE
METER
is not the complaint
department, nor are these pages
the wheel on which to grind your

particular axe. And, although it
is always nice to write and be
published,
remember,
some
things are better said face to
face.

(Phone numbers will not pub

METER.
After

lar individuals,

publish their continued corre
spondence, thereby freeing up the

the

first

letter

and

lished.)

EDITOR

Karen Espenant
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

Angela Meekins

"Sometimes editors don't draw o line between gossip and news, so the reader
has to take over the function of editor and fitter out the junk."
John Seigentholer

FEATURES EDITOR

Chairman, The Freedom Forum

Karen Oye

First Amendment Center 1994

ADVERTlSING/CIRCULAnON
Yulander Frazier
PRODUCTION MANAGER

FROM THE PRESIDENTIAL SUITE

Toni Hooper
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT

Betty Frakes
Joe Speer
PRODUCTION CONSULTANT
Pamela Hirst

What's Happened at
TSU since 1991?
Speech to orienfcttiondoss
February6,1996

FACULTY ADVISER
Dr. Harriette

Bias Insignares

P.O. Box 1246

Tennessee State

University
3500

John Menitt Blvd.
37209

(615)963^2
FAX: (615) 963^1

Ghana to a $1 million per year program to

which will be named in honor of former
JAMES A. HEFNER

Tennessee Govemor Ned McWherter.

forth to serve."

President, Tennessee State University

As I mentioned earlier, we are woridng
to make the campus pedestrian friendly.
We are building an amphitheater in the
middle of campus where we plan to have
concerts, plays and other special events.
We want to make the campus one of the

I join you today to briefly share with
you some of the accomplishments
Tennessee State University has made dur
ing the last five years.
I appreciate Dr. Holt's remarks,
because they remind me of the rich her
itage of TSU.
I want each of you to
become a part of that heritage and let you
know about what is haiqrening on campus
today to shape our future.
So, what has TSU accomplished from
1991 to 1996?

First, Tennessee State University has
become one of the best. This year, fw the
second year in a row, U.S. News and World
Report listed Tennessee State University
as one of the best universities in the nation.

NashviUe^TN

services programs to reach the community,
the state, the region and the world. From
a project to reduce the spread of AIDS in

help families break the welfare cycle and
become independent, TSU remains com
mitted to the slogan, "Enter to leam; go

PHOTOGRAPHER

JiUDybka

Residence Center, the Hoyd-Payne
Campus Center, the Cox-Fancher
Computer Center, Goodwill Manor, the
Operations and Maintenance Building and
the Boswell Science Complex. Soon, we
will open the new adnunistration building,

We have earned our ranking as an out
standing university and plan to maintain
the momentum of our growth so that you
can leam and thrive at one of the leading
institutions in the country.
Second, Tennessee State University is
in the fmal stages of a spectacular meta

morphosis. We are completing our $112
million capital improvements project,
through which we will build eight new
facilities and renovate, all existing build
ings. While I realize the constructionmay
be inconvenient to you now, the results
willbe woth it,I promise. TSUis becoming a
canpis of thefuture, withtraffic on ttieperime
ter so studoitsare fiee to walkacross campus
through interconnecting paths.
Ajnong diePolities wehaveCQnq)leted in
recent years are the Wilma Rudolph

most beautiful in the country, a place
where you can enjoy learning and growing
socially.

Fifth, Tennessee State University
boasts of two Chairs of Excellence. TSU

remains committed to attracting the best
faculty possible, so you can receive the
best education possible. We have recently
initiated two Chairs of Excellence - one in

business emphasizing entrepreneurship for
$1.2 million and one in environmental
engineering for $1.5 million.

Third, Tennessee State University

Sixth, TSU is growing academically at

works hard to provide students the

an unbelievable pace. TSU has received

resources they need to receive a quality millions of dollars for faculty and student
education and become successful citizens.
At TSU, students matter most We

believe that students deserve the opportu
nity to get a quality education. To that
end, we recently have asked Mr. Brooks

research in the 1990s. In 1995, for
instance, the Center of Excellence for

Information Systems, Engineering and
Management received $6.5 million from
NASA to establish a Center for Automated

Parker to join us as acting vice-president Space Science. Overall, funding for
for university relations and development. research in this decade has already
We are working hard with the help of climbed to nearly $20 million.
alumni and area business leaders to
TSU this spring will hold its third
expand our scholarship offerings. One of« annual induction of Phi Kappa Phi, the
our most outstanding alumni, Oprah most prestigious honorsociety incorporat

Winfrey, has funded the Vemon Winfrey ing scholars from allacademic disciplines.
Scholars Program, which provides ten We are one oftwo historically black insti
$5,000 scholarships annually to deserving tutions to have a Phi Kappa Phi chapter
students.

and the only university in Nashville to

Incidentally, I want you to know that
we are working steadily to improve our

have a chapter.

students participate in dozens of public

dual accreditation

Our College of Business recently
registration process. In the near future,
received
full accreditation for its
students wUl be able to register by phone
with our new fiber optic teleconununica- graduate and undergraduate pro
the
American
tions network. We are ironing out a few grams from
Assembly
of
Collegiate
Schools
software problems so we can bring about of Business. We are the
only
telephone registraUon as soon as possible.
institution
in
Nashville
and
one
of
Fourth, Tennessee State University only 25 percent nationwide - to hold
touches the world. TSU faculty, staff and

Continued on page 5

o
SCHOLARSHIP
ANNOUNCEMENT
Annually,
Alumni

the

National

Association

awards

three $1000 scholarships to
students currently enrolled at
Tennessee State University. To
qualify for one of these,

%

a

u

student must have:

♦Completed at
credit hours

...only one and

least 36

♦Earned

at leats a 3.0 g.p a.
a major in one of
the degree granting units

♦Declared

a half to two per

♦Secure two letters of

cent of the stu

recommendation from an

academic advisor, counselor
or professor

dents actually

♦Established active member

vote .

ship in the Pre-Alumni Council

39

HOW TO APPLY

Interested students are requested
to obtain applications from the
Alumni Relations Olfice and submit:

(1)Application form

RONALD MYLES

(2) Letters of recommendation

(3) Copy of college transcript, includ
ing last semester of attendance
(4) Autobiogriqjhy of no more than
500 words on why they should be
awarded this scholarship and attach an
appropriate photograph for publica

Director of

Student Activities

tion.

WHEN TO APPLY
AJV vnloTOvaiioTv

shoviVi

be mailed to the Alumni Relations

Office, Tennessee Slate University,
3500 John A Merritt Blvd., Nashville,

TN 37209-1561, no later than May 1.
SCHOLARSHIP
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Names of the scholarship
recipients will be announced at
the National Alumni Association
Convention in June. The offi
cial awards will be made at the

beginning of the Fall Semester.

CAMPUS
KALEIDOSCOPE
PROGRAM
TUESDAY, APRIL 9, 1996

Presidential... from page 4
During the 1994-95 academic year, we
launched our master's program in nursing.
TSU is the only public institution in Middle
Tennessee to offer that program.
Our Africana Studies Department is the

8,500 students nowattendTSU. Wehope to spread the word that Tennessee State
reach 10,000 in thenextfew years. We hada University is an Olympic tradition.
record number of freshmen to enrollthisyear During the past four decades, 41 TSU ath
and now have the largest enrollment in the
HoncssProgramthat we've ever had.

letes have participated in the Olympics.

Seventh, TSU stands ready to suRwrt
youacademically. TSUwants every student
who comes here to succeed. I believe very

medals...that's more than many coun
tries! Names like Wilma Rudolph,
Ralph Boston, Wyomia Tyus, Edith

Fourteen

of

them

have

won

29

only pure Africana Studies program in the strongly in being a role model and mentor McGuire Duvall and Chandra
southeastand the only one offered by a his
and so do many other members of the TSU Cheeseborough, the new coach of the
torically blackcollege or university.
faculty, staff and administration. One of the women's track team, the worldSince I became president in April of programs we started last year was the famous Tigerbelles, are synonymous
1991, four of Tennessee State Universi^'s President's Lecture Series. Uiisyear, aspart with "champion."
Forty of those
schoolshave been upgradedto college status. of that series, we again haveinvited campus 41 athletes have earned one or more
We now have the College of Arts and and community leaders to meetwithyouand college degrees and three of them
Sciences, the College of Business, the discuss a variety ofsubjects. I encourage you have received the prestigious SCAA
College of Education and the College of to attend the lectures as often as possible.
Silver Anniversary Award, which hon
Engineering and Technology.
In recent years, we have opened the ors athletes who have excelled outside
In 1994,Tennessee Stale University was Academic Intervention Center and the realm of sports in their chosen
theonly four-year, state-supported institution strengthened our mentoring programs. If careers.
to experience an increase in enrollment, and you need help, don't be afraid to ask.
So now you know why 'Tm so glad I'm
our enrollment continues to climb when
Finally, since it is 1996, the year the I^esidail ofTSU." And I'm glad you are here

many other colleges and universities are

summer Olympic Games will come to

experiencing declines in enrollment. Nearly

Atlanta, I want you to remember and LWversify was the best for you.

and hc^ that you will find that Tennessee Stale

WHAT: Campus Kaleidoscope is a pro
gram sponsored by The National Conference

formerly (NCCJ) to promote dialogue
among Nashville area college students.
Nashville and Murfreesboro students have
chosen the topic "Gender Roles and How

They Affect Our Society."

WHO: One hundred participants from
Nashville's universities (Aquinas, Belmont,
David Lipscomb, MTSU, Fisk, Nashville
Tech, Tennessee Slate, and Vanderbili) will
attend this event.

WHEN: Tuesday, April 9, 1996, 4;30pm 5:00 Registration; 5:OOpm-8:OOpm Program.
WHERE: Tennessee State University
Faculty and Staff Cafeteria, Floyd-Payne
Campus Center, 1st Floor (Corner of
33rd Avenue

North and John

Menilt

Boulevard). Parking available at Boyd
Hall in any white line area. Parking
passes will be provided at registration.
WHY: The National Conference created

this program to foster intercollegiate dia
logue on pertinent moral and social issues
confronting students of different ethnic,

racial, and religious backgrounds.
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TSU' s womon ohIfirst time buyers:!
Program Cars!
Cars!
Thicks!
campus asks ... I Program
Cars! Used
Used Cars!
TYucks! Vans!
"Has women's struggle for equality

,

become an endless quest 7"

lA

Bv ANGELA MEKKTNS

American woman. Alice Walker, the

A & E Editor

first African-American woman to win

In the month of March, we recog
nize the struggles and achievements

a Pulitzer Prize, stresses the plight of
African-American women through her
writings.

One critic says Walker's writings

of women throughout history. In less

express

than a century we have transformed

woman's emergence from the voice
less obscurity of poverty and racial

"the

African-American

from the housewife to the corporate
executive. We are athletes, congress- and sexual victimization to become a
women, chiefs of police, supreme
court judges, and presidents of major
corporations. We are the new up-andcoming leaders in today's workforce.

re-shaper of culture and tradition."

Being a double minority, the
African-American female is slowly
becoming dominant in the workplace

Askfor "Courteous Curtis"

But in truth, are we really accepted by filling the quota of Affirmative
equally as achievers or has our strug Action. At historically black col
gle become an endless quest?
leges the woman to male ratio is
In 1966, the National Organization

for Women was founded to promote
educational, political and employ
ment opportunities for women and to

approximately four to one.

HAYS MITSUBISHI

Women of the 90's are ready to
take charge and become the leaders of
tomorrow. They are America's trend-

(615) 860-2500

insure equal pay for equal work.

setting images of beauty in the work
Thirty years later women have slowly force. There is nothing that a woman I
diminished the double standards in

our society by creating new territories
waiting to be explored. In 1981

cannot accomplish if she remembers
the great words of Eleanor Roosevelt.

"No one can make you feel inferior

Sandra Day O'Connor was appointed

without your consent."

to the U.S. Supreme Court as the first
Woman Associate Justice. Two years
later Sally Ride became the first

more about women's history, check
the TSU bookstore for these books:

American woman to travel in space.
But sad to say, there are still occupa
tions and opportunities that have not
been filled by women.
The struggle for equality has takenan even greater toll on the African

If your interested in learning

Timelines of American Women's
History by Sue Heinemann'

^ Limited credit

^ Small cash down

^ No co-signerneeded ^Studsnt loans

Deferred student loan or credit card with

$300 limit and no bad credit qualifies you.

Epic Lives by Jessie Carney
Smith

Reinventing Eve by Kim Chernin.

ASTHMA SEMINAR HELPS
STUDENTS BREATHE EASIER
Bv SANTO.A L. TERRY

Contributing Writer

I NOW! INSTANT CASH!
Extra Cash J u s t When You Need It!

Respiratory therapists play an important role in the care of
asthma patients.

Recent decades have seen worldwide

increases in asthma-related morbidity and mortality. Many
students have a lack of knowledge as to how they should man
age their condition. This has generated considerable concern
about the way respiratory therapists address these problems.
TSU'S Respiratory Therapy Department decided to better
educate students with asthma by providing an asthma seminar.
This activity was held on March 27 in the Floyd-Payne

Campus Center. Dr. Michael Neidermeyer who is a pulmonologist at Baptist Hospital provided the student body with

NEED EXTRA CASHFAST?

Donate Plasma now (Ws

easy) & earn extra money
/ost/or i/oursel/J Youll also

be helping others who need

yowplaswa!

Yourplasma is a valuable and

in the education of asthma sufferers. This condition should be

mMons of hospttalpatients

taken seriously because:

"If you can't breathe nothing else matters!

J. Percy Priest Annual Cleanup

sterUe, FDA-approvedprocedure

For more information, call 889-1975 or 885-2422.

TUIM lAIEEl#'!
IIU
11

1^ I

Hi I ml

^ AA

9
IST COMPLETE DONATION
. ^ _

j30 2ND COMPLETE DONAmN

j||||^ (must be within 7days)

"

time. '

•H A

I » Applies to first time donors. We take walk-ins.

I ALJ

DAMIIC

pIIWUJ

ThelSth annualJ. Percy Priest Lake Cleanup will be held on
Saturday, April 6. The cleanup will be sponsored jointly by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers and Long HunterState Park.
Everyone interested in helping should meet at the Dam Overlook

Parking Lot beside J. Percy Priest Dam or the Long Hunter State
Park Visitor Center. The cleanup will begin at 9:00 a.m. at both
areas. Trash bags,T-shirts, hats, and refreshments will be provided.
In the event of rain, the cleanup will be held on April 13.

l%l I
W W
•

I IIIIe

eachyear. Bemuse it is in such
highdemand, we uriU pay you

and ordy takes a little ofyour

MI

_

I VV •

Ufesaving resowcet usedby

valuable information.

The respiratory department hopes that this seminar aided

mk

BH Mm HlK 111
IbBBI 11 B

mention this Ad! Photo ID &proof of

limited TIME OFFER

yVE DO IT RIGHT!

BIOMEDICAL CENTER

^5 G^atin Rd. Inglewood (Across from YMCA)
IVART

Thotk-tt^soun:.

—^

227-6386

OPEN MONDAY - FRIDAY 9:00 AM -6:00 MI
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Director of Career Development
shares career information:

r--'
SOCIETY FOR HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT (SHRM)

Tennessee State University Student
Chapter has a Human Resource
Internship available immediately.
This position is in the H.R.
Department of a well known Nashville
Firm located in Downtown Nashville.

This internship will be hands on expe
rience

in

their

Human

Resource

Department for 15-20 hours per week,
for approximately 3 months, to begin
as soon as possible. This could result
in full time employment. This posi
tion salary is 7.50 per hour For further
information please contact Ms.

Aleesha Hamilton, Chapter President
at 832-4785.

Learn to tailor yourresume for theindus
try of your interest at a free resume writ

ing woikshop Tuesday, April 9th in the
Floyd Payne Campus Center from 911a.m. This workshop is sponsored by
the Middle Tennessee Chapter for the
Society

for

Human

Resource

Otey
Bv INMAN OTEY

sununer employment. Participants from
a wide variety of industries will be con

EXPERIENCE WHILE EARNING YOUR DEGREE

Contributing Writer

GRADUATE PROFESSIONAL PLACEMENT AND EARN CRITICAL

ducting this workshop. Sign up andreg
istration will be aaoss from the informa

tion desk at 8:30a.m. This workshop is

Students, Graduates and Alumni;

Tennessee State University can make your career hsq)pen if you know the do's
and don'ts. Be sure to do career planning and graduate-professional plac^ent
activities "before time of need." The Career Center in the Royd-Payne Campus
Center (304W) has a staff to meet your needs. Just follow this plan:

AKA Thanks

Are you interested in health care?
The Maternal and Infant Health

Outreach Worker (MIHOW) pro
ject in Nashville, has a one-year
Volunteer in Service To Maerica

(VISTA) position available start
ing June 1996. As a VISTA volun
teer you will receive a subsistance allowance of $6,972 to pay
for living expenses and an educa

I.

'TOFORE TIME" ACTIONS

The Ladies of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc., Alpha Psi Chapter
would like to extend a

Visit the Career Center and register by:
1. Attending an orientation session for employment while in
school (freshman and sophomore year.)
2. Attending a career employment workshop during spring
semester of sophomore year or fall semester of junior year.
3. Register formally with career center by retuming
"database" diskette and receive laser printed resume.

heart-felt

thank you to the student body of
Tennessee State University for your
tremendous support of AKA Week
1996. We would like to thank all of

tional award of $4725, after a

the students who have helped make
the various service projects such as

year, to be used towards existing

the Aid's Awareness" and "Dental

educational

Hygiene" as well as the many other
service projects we have been pro

for

future

loans. You may choo.se to receive

B. Build your graduating resume by:
1. (jaining demonstrated leadership, teamsmanship, and
intra/inteipersonal skills.
2. Obtaining career related experiential work and discipline
related research (co-ops and internships.)
3. Participating in campus, student, and professional

a cash stipend of $1200 instead of
the educational award. The job

Wednesday, a success. We will con

entails assisting with the publica

tinue to bring you helpful informa

otganizafrons.

tion and activities every Wednesday
and we look forward to your contin
ued support.

4. Attending career development/cultural development
programs, seminars, and exposures.

viding in the Student Center every

tion of a quarterly newsletter and
developing resource information
in

the

area

of

maternal/child

health and fathers (trying to get
fathers

more involved in

99

BE SURE TO GRADUATE WITH CAREER EMPLOYMENT AND/OR

Position Available

or

HAPPEN—FOR YOU

Management. The student chapter of
Tennessee State University will be host
ing. This is your last opportunity to pol
ish your resume before graduation and

open to all majors.

loans

"THE CAREER CENTER
AT TSU CAN MAKE IT

Resume Workshop

^'BEFORE TIME" ACTIVITIES

n.

their

families lives.) Macintosh com

A.

Develop your job search or graduate professionalschool strategy

puter skills required. If interest
ed, please contact Ryan Howard

B.

Implement yourjob search or graduate/professional school strategy

C.

Prepare for your interviews and site/school visits

D.

Conduct your interviews and site/school visits

E.

Follow-up on your interviews

F.

Planyourrelocation and careeror graduate^fessicxial schoolstart-up

0.

Manage your career by objective

at (615) 322-4178.

STUDENT MOTIVATION TASK
FORCE-SMTF

IS COMING APRIL 9TH -IITH
SMTF is a task force ofalumni/corpo
rate executives who interact with students, fac

ulty and Staff to encourage students' career and
professional development. Look for these dis
tinguished persons to visit designated classes.
S tudents' succeed thnou^ perseverance andprepa-

Each of the "before time" activities listed above are covered in the career

employment workshops and are outlined in detail in the Career & Student
Employment Guide that is given to persons who attend. We are printing with this
article two components of the job search strategy which are "goal setting" and
"evaluating yourself."
EVALUATING YOURSELF

An important part of decidingwhat you want to do is first understanding your
self. Self-evaluation will help you analyze what things are important to you in the
kind of work you will choose and the kind of employer for whom you will work.
An evaluation sheet is available in the career center for all students.

GOAL SETTING; NECESSARY BEFORE THE JOB SEARCH

Finding an answer to the question, "What do 1really want in a career?" is one
of the hardest parts of making a successful transition from college to career. Most

college seniors are uninformed about career possibilities andbecause the topic is

lation

usually a complex, anxiety-provoking one, it is left unaddressed. We recommend

M eaningful careers are developed with career

students to research potential employers in your major. Also look at other job
functions that you can utilize your skills in, then formulate a career goal. A goal

goals

setting worksheet is also available in the career center for all students.

T omorrows graduated must prepare today
F ocusing on students* needs and mentoring is
SMTF's number one goal!

. , x

If you would like to serve as a student
guide to these executives, contact the Career
Center.

This could be a networking opprrtunityfor
you.

Thank you for reading this and we hope to see you in the Career Center soon.
The staff persons who will assist you are:
Marva Hombuckle, Office Manager
LoraSpringer, Career Counseling & Orientation
Lucy Tucker, Coordinator, Job Location and Development (JLD)
Tonya Fizer, Coordinator of Recruitment
Demetrius (jreer,CoGidinateH-of Graduate & PpofessiOTal School Placement
Inman Otey, Director of Career Center

Vema Lyons, Adminisuative Assistant, Co-op
Johnetta Moreland, Coordinator, Co-op
William Gittens, Director, Co-op
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All the Poetry You Can Eat
Contributing Writer
PAMELA HraST

5/0^ Writer

hope," she says. "I'll go wherever some

pieces with an ensemble known as 'The

This is the type of purposeful, creative
communication Speer tries to facilitate in
all the readings he hosts. He insists that

Beatlicks." The power of Dan's poetry

Withits big-screen TV, ^il-you-can-eat
buffet, and video games, Mr. Gatti's pizza
on Murphy Road was not the place where
one would expect to bump into Jack
Kerouac or Emily Dickinson. But for the
past year, on one night each month, Speer
Presents' open-mic readings have man
aged to attract many of Nashville's finest
poets to its Good Times Room.
The readings have relocated to the
Owl's Nest Coffeehouse (4th Tuesday of
every

when Speer used to don sunglasses, click
his fingers, and perform collaborative

month),

where

owner

Anne

makes the readings consistently worth
while events. Powers is featured in "The

United States of Poetry," an explosive
five-part series broadcast on Channel 19,
including Maya Angelou, Rita Dove, and

around town. Booksiar, the movie theater

icon turned bookstore, offers an open mic
on the first Wednesday of every month;

myself being validated because somebody
likes my poems," he says. "It's the com
munity."

er open-mic reading called "Creative
Attitudes" at Stratfprd High School; and

and global issues as well. And doing it in
an artistic way is creative rather than
destructive. It doesn't leave corpses all

Sheryl Dillard, whose poetry introduces a
diverse cast of characters, including a bat

Speer. To get things started in this direc
tion, he often kicks off the evening by pre

tered wife whose husband promises to take
her to Coney Island to see the sunset, "as
soon as the swelling goes down."
Performance poets write more for the
ear than for the eye. Dillard's performance
at Speer's reading, as she stepped back to
sing a few lines in gospel style, as she

senting a

.spoke in variotLS dialects, a.s .she rhythmi

page from bis

"Work in

Progress." Bobbing up on his tiptoes to
emphasize words, speaking in an urgent,
playful tone of voice and southwestern
accent, he recounts his conversations, day
dreams, and adventures, real and imag
ined, in a way that prepares those gathered
to listen expectantly to every poet who
reads that night.
Dan Powers has been a regular at
Speer's readings since the early days.

cally exclaimed, "Girl got a new do, shock
me, I'm through," revealed an aspect of
her work that the printed words alone
could not. Having perfonned her poetry in
numerous Nashville venues, including the
Tumey Center industrial prison and the
Tennessee Women's Prison, Dillard begins
a promotional tour of her self-published

Books-A-Million

offers

Poets

in

the

Round every Friday, The Music City Cafe
started a reading on the third Tuesday of
every month; and poetry hosts Michele
Dalton and A-Donni have weekly shows
on 88.1 FM WFSK every Wednesday and
Friday from 9-10 pm.
In whatever setting, Speer's readings
continue to bring together a diverse crowd
of poets and listeners. A good open mic
reading is one of the few events at which it
is not surprising to see angst-ridden
teenagers and middle-aged men, casual
hedonists and devoutly religious people,
black people and white people, busy moth
ers and laid-back slackers, pragmatic reasoners and fanciful dreamers, all listening
to what one another have to say—and
actually enjoying it.
April is National Poetry Month, so
treat yourself to a poetry reading. One of
the most exciting events in April is at the
Owl's Nest on Wednesday the 3rd, at 8
pm. The coffeehouse is on the Rock Block
at 205 22nd Ave. North, on the comer of
22nd and ElJiston Place.
A Britifsh Sbtm team k on an American

tour and will confront a Nashville team.
The four member team includes Dana

A stranger
Looking for a fistful of dollars
When he needs a few dollars more

His gun slides out of his holster
Smooth
Bullets resound a Morse code of death
An erudite undertaker

Requisitions more coffins.
Where is the protecting angel?
Whose keen eye

Ashnt stiHy byJOE SPEER
Thedawnbroke slowly. Thesun,
so long a stranger, inund^ Dublin
and invigorated the frozen stone
heroes on O'Connell Street

Patrick O'Shea was up early
selecting his chalks. Down he came
frcm the iqjper floor of his tenemait
house alongthe RiverLiffey, down to

his ^ on the sidewalk on Stevai's
Green. JfedroRKdhisc^onlhecon
crete and drew circles around it On

his knees, he began qxeading color
widi his chalk. Into the cap were
tossed contributicxis for his sidewalk
creations.

In less than four hwirs

intaise work, talking to no one, lock

ing

only maneniarily to catch a

buzzfitxn thedinof thecity, he would

to address gastronomic ills.

I clasped your hand like it was
an early morning cup of coffee.
You couldn't dally long.
No time for a drink

or a good-by song.
We arranged a date,
connected at the Comer.

I followed you to the boudoir
and my path became a green way.
We tested our alliance with a

league of miles,
arriving in Amsterdam
on May Day.

No av^able beds
except a quick berth
in the red-light district
It was

the 100th anniversary
of Van Gogh's journey
into the starry night
a sanguine self portrait.
We couchette to Berlin

Where Humpiy Dumpty
stood tall

as people chipped away
at the wall. K the spy
who came in from the cold

could have waited,

he and his girlfriend could have
walked from east to west

withoui geuing shoi.

They could have cheered
Pink Floyd

sentatives of the British invasion include

set up a tent

John Paul O'Neill, Jay Woodman, Sally

want people to get the message that there's

Smithson, and Jessica d'Este.

Blondie puffing on cigar
Mexican poncho thrown over shoulder
Getting down to business now
Unrelenting stare
Long coat tucked back
The tension of impending death.
Sergio Leone used the common fly
In his movies

But he used them sparingly,
Because unlike Spanish extras

as the bricks tumbled down.

We rode the Nova

to Monument Valley,
and felt the wind bluster across

Navajo land.
An unrelenting blast
That separated us.
The only time I

Scurried from your bed
To seek refuge in the car.
We moved in with your mother
I added another woman to my
life and was doubly blessed.
Our days together pass like
water over sandstone,

smoothing
the surface of our faces.

Love is a glue.

Flies are more difficult to direct.

JOE SPEER

Is the motivation.

flesh out larger-tttaivlife-rize iqxoductions of pastmasters.
When theworkwascomplete, be
picked uphis c^ laden with (X)ins. He
collected hisbekmgmgs and vanished

every m^ Eurqiean painting since
theMiddle Ages.
Returning toDublin hebeganhis

Ills a curious onlodsr who had his

Square. The police chased him off

fill, leaving his work to be discussed
and eventually ground into the pave
mentby scurrying soles.
Fiveyears earlier, as anart student
at Trinity College, he was told by a
professor thathe lacked the ability to
af^y himself. Hequitihecdlegeand
took a job as a guard in the Natkxial
Museum oi Art There he spent his
work hours studying paintings. With

before he could finish Da Vmci's "The

money savedfrcm thejob, he traveled
extmsively to visit every important
museum and gallery in Europe and
America Inhisleisure time he poured
over art books until he could idaitify

You circulated handbills
for a Foodstock concert,

On another vacation

collection, "A Mother's Contribution." "I

Will break the hangman's knot
How many times
Can you hang a wanted man?
Tuco has many titanic expressions, but
Only Blondie knows
The name on the gravel.
In this world there are two kinds of people
Those with loaded guns
And those who dig.
Money or revenge

We met under the sign

of a flourishing grapevine.

Kennedy, writer and editor ofAccent, offi
cial publication of the TSU Bureau of
Public Relations, poetry promoters
Michele Dalton and A-Donni, and high
octane poetess Sheryl Dillard. The repre

Once Upon a Time in the West
A man with no name rides into town

Love Is A Glue

poetry events popping up in new locations

National recognition aside. Powers
says he participates in the readings for a
more important reason. "It's not just a
chance for me to get up there and find

use poetry to confront personal agendas,
community concerns, and environmental

Fostering communication that is
thoughtful and creative is what open-mic
readings should be about, according to

there is a basic relationship between the
host, the venue, and the poets at an openmic reading. He is encouraged to see more

Amiri Baraka.

Ragsdale and manager Brett Coirieri are
Indeed, an open-mic reading can be a
going out of their way to welcome literary working model of a healthy community.
goings-on. The new venue offers a Speer's choice of featured poets reflects
warmer, larger space for a growing scene. his goal of making his readings a hos
Speer began hostingpoetry readings in pitable environment for communication
Nashvillein 1988. Those readings, in their and broadened understanding. Featured
various reincarnations, have helped to lay poets over the past few months have
the groundwork for a growing interest in included Anne Ambrose, whose poems,
the spoken word in Music City. "Poetry is songs, and paintings describe living with
a venue for change," says Speer. "We can mental illness; A-Donni, who hosts anoth

over the field."

body asks me."

began again. A greatcuriosity arose

Anodier man said it was from

about him because be did notspeak,

Monet's late period because the pc-

exceptfry an occasional one-liner.

career as a sidewalk ariisL Hecreated

To amuse himself he occasionally

his first wfflk in fircmt of Pamdl

did a picture in the style of a certain
artist but with a subject c£ his own
invcanioa People said; 'Tknowthatis
a Van (jo^ but I dcn't remember it"

Vrrgin of theRodcs." He tried again

JOE SPEER

Ote day his old professor passed
by while Paaidc was drawing an
Delights" by Hieronymus Bosch. He imaginary Claude Monet Theprofesnear the entrance of his alma mater

with a detail from "Garden of

ture contained dcxnesticaiEdinsteadcf

indigenous plants. His old professor
said it was probably a picture frcm a
private collecticxi and, iherefcae, not
reproduced in bodes. The owner
would iKX want to advertise the fact

that he owned a Monet since poviding security fey sovaluable a painting
wouldbe a problem.

was arrested and takai to court He

sor was an expert on Monet He iden

pleaded therighttowok asa sidewalk
artist Thejudgewassyn^iathetic and
granted hima ^jaceCXI a large triangu
lar pedestrian walkbetweentwolanes

tified Monet's stylebut neverrecalled

sordeparted quicldy to consult his art
bocks. He returned with two of his

of traflBc on Stevm's (jieea

ccdleagues. They analyzed ttepcture.

People were hostile at first
laughed andstq^ pmposely on his

Oneman said itwas from Monet's
early period, from Aigenieuil, when he drawing. Patrick slipped away
floated iq) and down the river in a unawares and smiled as the rain came

cokxs. Henever responded in anger,
only cleaned the spakd area and

seeing that picture before. Tte pnrfes-

small boat and painted what he saw.

Patrick locked at them and deliv-

sed hisone-liner "Mec^wouldbe
glad of a pence or two." Without

loddng at him, they tossed seme
coins into hisc^.
It began to drizzle. They opened
twoumbrellas and tried toprotect the

down even harder.
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Heritage of "Great Supe" found
in communications department
tough," he says.
Fate, in the guise

Staff Writer

Nestled into the west coast of Africa,
below its great bulge and north ofthe Congo,
Ues the country of Cameroon, home of an
ethnic group known as the Bakundu. One
village in this region is known as the Grand
Supe because of all the great leaders that
come from there. In that land, children are

encouraged toaspire to great heights in order
to reflecthonorably upontheirancestors.

of a French teacher
named John Pierre

¥7

^

* C/// the Tower
From

•«

Barbier, interceded
for the talented schol
ar. "If it had not been

for him, I would not

have finished high

A

MAURICE
IVI"

school," Odine says.
"We became very
good friends.

Head of

He

This would prove to be a daunting task

liked me so much that

for a young boy named MauriceOdine. Now

once when I was sent

ODINE

THE Department of

Head of the Tennessee Stale University
Department ofCommunications, Odine grew
up in a village without basic electricity or
paved roads. Any potential degree ofsuccess
would require an education. In the equatori
al climate of the Grand Supe, the abundance

away from school for
the lack of fees, Mr

ofnature contrasts sharply with the stark cot-

remembers two Peace Corps workers from

ditions of a man or woman who does not

used to go there almost everyday. I read
voraciously, three-month-old issues of

the United Slates. The Americans, Mr. and

havetheresources to payforschooling.

Newsweek and Time."

Mrs. Mike Nichols, were impeccably
dressed every day. As a young student,
Odine wanted to be like them. "Uiey
made me feel like I was in a higher place

Now fluent in French and English,
Odine liked to hang out in the lobby of the
hotel where the Peace Corps volunteers

than high school because of the order,

the embassy invited me for a drink. He

Odine was an infant when his fatha- died

trying to improve his own education. Flifls
Odine wanted to study nursing but was poi
sonedby oneof his competitors for a coveted
government scholarship. When Odine's
mother, Susana, died of accidental poisoning,
he was sent to live with his widowed grand
mother in Mbakwa Supe.
With no family connections, no money or

Barbier paid them,

Communications
TENNI
AT Tennessee
State University
_

then came to my vil
lage and found me."
Odine

also

hand of fate.

With that good turn,
Odine is now a Doctor of

Philosophy
(Interdisciplinary)
in

Radio-Television
and
Curriculum-InstructionMedia. He says, "My
instructors helped me
because they believed one
day I would be able to help
others. That resonates in

me all the time."

As a

department head, he is in

tlMposition.

ftil*# Sr
My
Instructors
IVIy 11
^

helped
because they
'me
'
believed one day I
would
be able to
*

pus, the way he used to

resonates In me
all the time.

soccer

field, working doggedly to
xhieve his goals.
Odine's firstbig acccm{Miment was passing the
oral

tests

required for all the students
of (Cameroon in order to be

riculum development, an important goal that

spoke such good English.
Odine's hardshipswere assuaged at every
twist and turn of his journey from the Grand
Supe to the University of New York at

has been set by President Clinton."

The

Geneseo, the school he chose from The World

Abroad. He arrived at JFK with a one-yearold two-dollar check. A bank teller took pity
CXI him and cashed it. People who saw him in
line at the phone and information bcxrth gave
him money. One man stayed with him at a
bus stop to make sure he got on the right bus.

{somoted to secondary
level Failing thetests would

Presbyterian boarding school with an interna
tional staff of volunteers.

Getting to secondary school was justpart
of the struggle. It was a private school.

Pointing to his head he says, "All 1 had
up here, I was willing to share. I had a job
on campus and started writing a weekly
newsp^r column called This Is Africa. I

had a radio show where 1 played African

insure a lifetime of menial low-paying jobs where. Mrs. Nichols initiated book check
out andoverdue charges.I used to go thereto
without hq)eof advancement
Odine hadonly heard of the town where read one big book called The World Abroad
the examinaticHis were to take place. He and other books that told about all the urtiver-

WOTe hisfirst pairofshoes onthe 35-miIe bus
ride down the dusty road that lead from his
village. "I studied very hard; I was the only
student in primary school who had distinc
tions in two subjects, English and General
Knowledge," he says. His high grades
earned him a government scholarship so he
soon left the Grand Supe to attend a

Admissions and Records met him at the

airport at 1 a.m. Arriving at the dormitory,
Odine found the director up and waiting
for him. He says those directors secured
the money, meals and tuition for him that
ensured his stay. Despite his limited
ciation.

Native of Cameroon

music and talked about African culture."

With degree in hand, Odine returned
home to serve as Directcx of Programs and

News of Radio Cameroon fcff the Ministry of

sities in the world. I learned respOTsibility
from the Americans," Odine says.
Exhibiting that responsibility brought

Information and Culture Bureau. However,
theman who had leftthe campus at Geneseo

him to the attention of the school's admin

to explore somenew territory.
While an employee of the United
Nations in Haiti, Odine met his wife,

istration.

He was appointed Assistant

Dispensary Prefect and elected Works

without ever going ona date, was soon ready

Prefect of all labor on campus. "I was in

Colette. "You are nobody until another
charge ofeveryaspectof the campus being person can bask in your glow," he says.
clean. I was good at cutting grass with a
machete," Odine says.
He finished school with a talent for

in America and TSU was one of them.

could do well in America because he

bank statement drenched in red.

means, Odine triedhard to show his appre

MAURICE ODINE

One of Odine's proposals brought fund
ing for visiting international theater scholars.
The departmentchair is proud of the fact that
this funding cmly went to seven univa-sities

Consul, however, ignored the financial
situation, telling Odine he believed he

the college be had sought out so long ago
in the school library. The Director of

help others. That

he came to the university because he was
interested in the challenges within the
DqjartmentofCommunicrnions. Ccxningcxr
boaixl his first goal was to improve the lot of
the historical T£. Poag Theater Program.

Last year, visiting-scholar Frances
Imbuga taught theater and produced
Amimua, a play presented during Black
History Month. "The program is intended to
enhance our international perspective on cur

'

Odine hustles around cam

and

went to the American Consulate in Boya
to gel a visa. Naively, he arrived with a

Odine arrived a month late to enroll at

his heels is familiar as

written

lived. " An American that 1 often saw at

l

The staccato-click of

hustle around a

Now O^e's future isatTSU. He says

cleanliness and discipline," he says. was a teaching assistant in linguistics from
"They hada certainseriousness of purpose Berkeley." Moved by Odine's situation,
and took their extra time to work on vari
the American offered to give him a ticket
ous projects for the school."
to the United States.
Mrs. Nichols catalogued the books and
Anticipating his immigration, Odine

prospects for an education, Odineconfronted her system created an order out of the chaos
the very reality his fatho" feared. But his in the library that left a profound effect on
odyssey is permeated with pivotal events of Odine. "Previously thebooks woe just anygenerosity that turned the

and other amenities. It is light years from
the hardships of the past.

Today, Odine is the fatho- of two young
sons, Jonathan andJoshua. He says he is a
modem man who can cook and clean. "I do

This semester, Odine look interest in

THE METER and personally installed a
state-of-the-art publishing program to
improve the production of the paper.
That's one more project under his belt for
the hard-working department head who
likes to hear everyone's opinion.
TSU senicff Gary Brown remembers Odine
(Ml canvas a brand new dqartment head. "It

was in toe old Student Union Building. Dr.
Odine came in and had lunch with us. Iremem-

berhisopenness. Hereallywanted to knowjust
how the studaits felt"

Departmental faculty member Dr.
Harriette Bias Insighares also speaks well
of Odine. "I feel the climate in the depart
ment has improved since he assumed the
chairmanship. He encourages the faculty
to explore their talents and to develop new
programs and activities."
Insignares saysher proposal for the high
ly successful Rowan-Wnfrey Lectures lan
guished on a departmental desk fcx three

years. "However, inDr. Odine's firstyear as
chair, that program got implemented and it
has proved to be one of the Communication
Department's most successful activities, with
international impact"

As fate would have it, Odine spends
his days swamped with the details and
problems surrounding students who are

nowstruggling.justlikehedid. On help
ing others, he says, "Don't hold back.
Don't put culture or a label in front of
them; just do your best."

Uie education denied to Elias Odine,
exists for his son today. Determination
and a good twist of fate has placed Odine
where he can workand rest assured that he
has donejustice to his Bakundu ancestors.
"I thank Godand all the persons who have

Sometimes Odine would be sent away fcM"

language and soccer and returned home,
disciplined and frugal, to teach high school

do to help my wife. I believe we shoulddo

weeks becausehe didnothavethemoney for

French. "I fmished school without even

been instrumental in my life. It gives me
total fulfillment that I have accomplished

the best we can."

tuition. "When that happened, my grand
mother and I would go to the farm and har

going to a movie. I had better use for

what my father never had a chance to

vestsomecrops, then sellthem in the village.

Idid rtoi know what Iwas going to do. Itwas

money," he says.
Restless, he moved to Boya where the
U.S. Information Service was located. "1

dishes, I dolaundry, I doeverything 1neoJ to

Odine likes to relax by taking his boys do. My philosophy in life is to help

to the movies. The family lives in an others recognize their full talents in
upscale suburb of Nashville with the mod
em conveniences of a neighborhood mail

order to help them achieve their
fullest potential."
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Online.. . from page 1

Classified
$200.$500 Weekly
Mailing travel brochures. For
information send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to: Universal

Travel, R O. Box 610188, Miami,
PL 33261

which gives students an informa

tive and entertaining quiz to help them
develop strong answers to key questions.
The "Ask Donna" column gives students
feedback on important job issues.
The site includes step-by-step guide
lines for writing the perfect resume, cover
letter, and thank-you notes, as well as lots
of other helpful tips such as defmitions of

career buzzwords and details on legal
RELIANCE BARBER CHAIR

issues/employment rights. StudentCenter
provides descriptions of more than 1,000

Brown leather with wl||Ue ceramic bot

industries and will soon introduce an

tom. Excellent rondition.

interactive "Career Doctor" to help stu

$450 or best offer

dents discover the right career for their

^tiTwuncittgUI
1996

aad

individual skills and interests.

889-3663

And of course, the creators of
StudentCenter think that all work and no

fun makes for a boring student, so there's

1979 Toyota long-bed pickup
4 cylinder, 5-speed trans
runs strong needs some work

$700 negotiable
963-5560 or 402-7070 pager
leave message

lots of entertainment to make the job
search fun. Odd Jobs lets students guess
how superstars got their start, and "The

Vegas Approach" lets students put their
future into the hands of chance by ran
domly selecting a funny fortune and out

LRC AUDITORIUM 8:30-11:30 a.m.

TXC£LL£9(P£

landish job suggestion.
StudentCenter's

Founder

and

President, Eve Yohalem, is a 28-year-old

WOMEN'S BIDG. AUDITORIUM

entrepreneur and graduate student at

BLAIR ANNOUNCES
STUDENT SHOWCASE

Columbia University. Yohalem under
stands the frustrations associated withjob

11:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m.

hunting. "Tbe search doesn't have to be a

complex, time-intensive scavenger hunt.
Rather than pouring through outdated

APRIL 18,1996

Vanderbilt's School of Music
announces

the second annual "Student Showcase"

Friday, April 12,at 8 p.m.
Blair Recital Hall
2400 Blakemore Ave.

directories and difficult to access CD-

ROM's, students can now find 'one-stop
information shoK)ing' at StudentCenter.

We've successfully demystified the job
search," she explained.

Ticket prices are:

$8 adults; $6 VU faculty/staff;
and $4 students/seniors

Tickets go on sale Monday, April 8 at
8:30 a. m. at the Blair box ofHce.

This recital, part of the Blair concert

StudentCenter is appropriately target
ed at the largest population accessing the
Internet. The 14 million college and uni
versity students and faculty represent

HEAR INTERNATIONALLY

more than 30 percent of all Internet users.

KNOWN SPEAKERS!

StudentCenter can be found 24 hours a

series, features 16 performers selected
during special auditions in March.

day, free on the World Wide Web ac

Formoreinformation on thisprogram

http://www.StudentCenter.com

call Blair School of Music

E-mail: Mail@StudentCenter.com
Phone: (212) 929-7980

322-7651

NETWORK FOR A
BRIGHTER FUTURE!

DJnl
II II

'

WalCE:
String pCayers desperateCy nuded
for neiuty forming
msemSCe. Ifyou
pCay vioCin, vioCa,

Pfogress Inc., tt loccd non'(>wfit agency serviang ftdults and
teenagers wkH developmental disabdUies, seeks volunteers to parti/ip^re
in our dient advocacy program. Our clients range in age finom 14-80,
and have many special needs. In addition to a devel^mental
disability such as mental retardadon or audsm, many of our clients
also have physical limitadons.

Unfortunately, there are a large percentage of our clients
that no longer have a family member direcdy involved in their

lives. Allof our clients needa friend^ a special person to cake a
nnceve interest in their lives^ their dreams and their hope for
an improved quality of life*

ceCCo or douBCe-

Ifyou would like to became a client advocate, a friend to

one of our clients, please call Leslie Maxwell at 297-33^, ext. 17.

BasSj pCease catC

Volunteering as a cltenc advocate is a rewarding experience and
perfect for students who need flexibility in time commitments.

tfie TSU music

Employment OpportunitUa Abo Available.

department at
965-5341.
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Chandra
Sports
Wrap-up Cheeseborough:
TSU's most recent Olympian

Etrack.Stilknow

VICTORY- FINALLY

TSU WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
TEAM WINS

The women's softball team

Bv .TOHNNY FRANKS

coach of the world-

Contributing Writer

famous

snapped a 28-game losing streak
March 23, with a

6-5 victory over Tennessee-Martin
in the second game of a doubleheader.

Julie Shane pitched two innings
of scoreless ball to save the game
for Teresa Onry (1-7), while Dannie
Mezei, who had an RBI triple to tie
the game in the fifth, scored on a
double steal to cap a three-run fifth
inning for the Lady Tigers.
Tennessee-Martin (4-10,
1-1
OVC) won the first game of the dou-

bleheader, 9-0, as pitcher Stacy
Williams (1-2) pitched a one-hit
shutout.

Twelve years have passed since
Chandra
Cheeseborough,
former
Tennessee State University sprinter, cap
tured Olympic dreams and medals. She
left the 1984 Olympic Games in Los
Angeles with two gold medals and one sil
ver medallion dr^ed around her neck.
To some individuals, Chandra is
viewed

the

Tennessee State opened spring

football practice on March 23, after
poor field conditions from the

as

Tennessee

State's

last

Olympian. However, in a more optimistic
light, Chandra likes to remember herself
as the most recent Tigerbelle to grace the
Olympic platform.
You see if you allow yourself to use
word

"last"

to

define

Chandra

Cheeseborcugh's achievements, then you
are saying she is the final stroke of a fin
ished masterpiece, otherwise known as the
Olympic tradidon of the Tigerbelles.
Cheeseborough, who is now head

greatness on the

as the first female

Tigerbelles,
has
aspirations
to
develop
future
Olympians.
Succeeding a liv
ing legend like
Edward S. Temple,
you have to estab
lish lofty goals.
Cheeseborough
knows her expectadons are high. But,
she is equipped to

I member of both

I the sprint relay
I teams
the

deal with the bur

den of producing
greatness within
her program. By
winning
gold

Olympians

I under her tute-

^ Tennessee State

medals in the 4 x

Cheeseborough
400 relays and a silver medal in the 400meter dash in the 1984 Olympics, the
100 meter and 4 x

Jacksonville, Florida native has touched

University.
Chandra Cheeseborough is indeed
most recent Olympian from TSU,
certainly not the last.

session by one day.

u^Jrican-C^mericcm ariisis iellsome ojthe
^reaiesisiories in iAe worlcf

was 11-22 in three years as the Tiger
head coach.

Coleadded, 'The kids arepositive. They
arc interested in what we are hying to teach
them. Thetoughness isthere, and they want to

be out there ^jracticing and learning thesys
tem).

"This spring I am hc^iefiil to get 11 good
starters on defense and 11 good aies c»i

offense and fill inthegaps fircxn there."

(A SUMMER ADVENTURE)
$600 AWEEK POTENTIAL
North American Van Lines is now

accepting applications from college
students ano staff for its Summw

Fleet Driver Program. Don't settle

for arun-of-the-mill, low paying job
this summer. North American can

offer you high earning potential and

an aflventure you'll never forgetl
Training
Motel/Meals while in
training

•
-

Po(enfiaf£am/ngs

(Average) •$600 PBR WTEK
We'll teach you how to safely oper

DICaAe iAeirlegacy lioe on bypurcAasiny aprinifrom

and all of the necessary paperwork.
Upon successftjlly compieltng train
ing, you will receive aCommercial

Woodcuts

ate a semi-tractor trailer, how to
load/unload householdgoodscargo,

Drivers License (Class A) and have
the potential of earning an average
of $600 per week.

You need to be at least 21 years old,
qualifications and be available for
training the end of April or early
meet North American van Lines

May. We promise you an adventure
you'll never forgetl Call today (lim

ited openings).
I-800-348-2147, Dept. UB-S.
Ask for acollege fleet
representative.

noithAmerican.

three-time

set on passing

week's snow storm delayed the

go back to the basics."
Cole replaces Bill Davis, who

the

and 1984) now

opening of L.C. Cole's first practice
Teaching fundamentals and find
ing twenty-two starters seem to be
key items on the agenda facing the
Tiger coaching staff this spring."We
are not a fundamentally sound team
right now," said Cole. "We have to

in

same Olympics,

Woodcuts has over one thousand prints to select from and experienced
consultants to assist you. For more information stop by the gallery,
1613 Jefferson Street

(615) 321-5357
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supports

with our Student Discount Specials!
20 Piece Order of

Buffalo Wings I
an order of '

Twisty Bread I
Musi mention coupon before ordering. Valid at cartpus
location only. Not good with any other offer. Customer pays

tax where applicable. Our drivers carry less than ^0.

Two^Topping Pizza
Delivered!
(Thin or Original Crust)

Hurry Expires Soon! |

Must mention coupon before ordering. Valid at carrpus location only. Not good with any other offer.
^^^ustomer
pays sales lax where applicable. Our drivers carry less than $20.

$2.99

Cheesy
Bread

CALL TODAY!

$3.99
10 Pc. Buffalo

Wings

I

